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FOREWORD

This publication. the fifth in the seriee of GARP Special Reporte
contains the report of the second ses.ion of the Tropical Experiment Board ~TEB)
of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). held in Geneva from 14 to 16
December 1971. Invitatione to participate in the eession were issued by the Secretary-General of WHO on behalf of WHO and IOSU.
Ths TEB was established by WHO and IOSU. Its functions are to act ae
the oentral international body for the planning and implementation of GATE. This
experiment will be carried out by an international team of scientists using ships,
aircraft. ocean buoys. land observing stations, satellites and many other new
teohnological devioes. Expressed in its simplest terms, the aim of the Experiment
is to aoquire a more detailed knowlsdge of how the radiant energy from the sun is
transformed into heat energy whioh is in turn oonvsrted into kinetic energy in the
form of atmospheric motions of varying scales and patterns over the vast area
selected for the Experiment. It is expected that the Experiment will oontribute
significantly in extending our knowledge of the atmoepheric fluctuations in the
tropics whioh are undoubtedly linked with variations of the circulation in the
higher latitudes; it is therefore direotly relevant to the whole problem of the
global atmospheric circulation. This is an enormously oomplex task that can only
be undertaken through international collaboration of an unprecedented character.·
The first session of TEB established the Interim Scientific and Management
Group (ISMG) for the purpose of preparing a Preliminary Plan for GATE. This Plan
was presented to the seoond session of the Board and a condensed version appears as
Appendix 0 to this report. The ISMG working in the WHO Secretariat has eucceeded
in performing its allotted taek of producing the first GATE planning design in a
way which deserves the highest praise.
The findings and recommendations made by the Board will be considered
in due course by competent bodies of WHO and IOSU. Pending such consideration
aotion is however being taken on certain of the more urgent interim measures proposed.
I wish to express my appreciation of the co-operative spirit and
interest shown by all the delegates to the seoond session of the Board, and to the
ISMG for its . exoellent oontribution to this unique scientific endeavour.

p~
Seoretary-General. WHO
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1.
1.1

ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

Opening of the session

1.1.1
The seoond session of the GARP Tropical Experiment Board (TEB) was
opened at 10 a.m. on 14 December 1911 at the WMO Seoretariat by the Chairman of the
TEB, Dr. B.J. Mason.

1.1.2

The Seoretary-General of WMO, Dr. D.A. Davies, welcomed the participants
He recalled that it was
only some four years ago that the original agreement was signed between WMO and
ICSU, and that alreadY GARP had become on all sides a symbol of hope and promise
for a muoh-needed and long-awaited major improvement in man's understanding of the
atmospheric prooesses and in the application of this knowledge for useful practical
purposes. Dr. Davies mentioned that since GATE would be the first GARP experiment,
the second session of the TEB.would take on added importance. He took the opportunity
to pay tribute to the Interim Soientific and ~anagement Group (ISMG) which had been
breaking new grounds, facing new problems and adopting new methods. The ISMG had
suoceeded in performing its allotted task of producing the first GATE planning
design in a way which deserved the highest praise and the substantial document which

and expressed his pleasure and satisfaction in.so doing.

contains this plan bears witness to the oollective skill, perserveranoe and devotion

to duty of Dr, Kuettner, Dr. Rider and Dr. Sitnikov.

In thanking the ISMG, Dr.

Davies also mentioned his gratitude to Dr. White, Dr. Mason and Academician Fedorov

for having shown their faith in the untried ccncept of the ISMG by ·placing such
competent scientists at the disposal of the planning effort. In conclusion
Dr. Devies wished the Board every success in its important work and re-affirmed
his willingness to assist the meeting in every possible way.
1.1.3
Prof. B. Bolin, Chairman of the JOC welcomed the participants on behalf
of the International Counoil of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and expressed his sincere
hopes and best wishes for the meeting, which signified one further important etep
in the oo-operation between lCSU and WMO. In conclusion Prof. Bolin also thanked
the ISMG for their efforts.
1.1.4

The list of participants is reproduced in Appendix A.

1.2

Election of Chairman

Dr. B.J. Mason wae unanimously re-elected Chairman of the Tropical
1.2.1
Experiment Board for the duration of the seseion and up to the next seseion of the
Board.
1.2.2
Dr. Mason thanked the Board for their confidence in him and accepted
his nomination with pleasure. He mentioned the complex and difficult taek that the
Board had to face in a short time and expressed the hope that the meeting would
produce a useful and ooncise document, to be presented to Member governments by
January 1972.
1.3

1. 3.1
1I1 oc ation ll ,

Approval of the agenda

After a slight addition to item
the proposed agenda was adopted.

in Appendix B.

1, by the inolueion of the word
The approved agenda is reproduced
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Working arrangements

1.4.1

The Board deoided to meet mainly in plenary sessions; small working

groups would be formed when necessary.

2.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOARD

2.1
The Board learned with regret that the Government of Belgium would no
longer be able to partioipate in GATE and that oonsequent1y Belgium would no longer
take part in the work of the Board; Japan had expressed regret that it would be
unable to partioipate in this TEB session.
2.2
The Netherlands had indioated the likelihood that the ship "Sne1lius"
would be able to take part in GATE. Sinos this would represent a signifioant
oontribution to the Experiment, the Chairman ·of TEB, aoting on behalf of the Board
between sessions in respeot of its membership, had asked the Seoretary-Genera1 to
invite the Netherlands to beoome a member of the TEB. The Netherlands aocepted
this invitation and designated a permanent member to serve on the Board.
2.3
Finland had also indicated its intention of contributing substantially
to GATE (see paragraph 6.6) and the Seoretary-Genera1 had extended an invitation to
Finland, on behalf of the Chairman of TEB, to become a member of TEB. The
Government of Finland aocepted this invitation and designated a permanent member
to serve on the Board.
2.4
The Board agreed to the proposal submitted by the ISMG that Dakar
is a suitable location for the primary base for ships and aircraft taking part in
GATE. Dakar is a1eo reoommended as the location of the GATE Operational Control
Centre. The Board understood that Senegal was willing to contribute substantially
to GATE by providing major operational bases and would thus qualify for membership
on the TEB. The Board therefore requested the Seoretary-Genera1 to explore with
the Government of Senegal their potential contributions to GATE and the desirability
of Senegal beooming a member of TEB.
The TEB now oonsists of the following members:
Canada
Federal Repub1io of Germany
Finland

United Kingdom

Franoe

U. S.A.

Portugal

Netherlands

REVIEW OF THE DECISIONS AND COMMENTS OF THE SIXTH WORLD METEOROLOGICAL
CONGRESS AND THE WHO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CONCERNING THE TEB
The Board was informed of the various matters disouesed by the Sixth
3.1
Congress of WHO and the twenty-third session of the Exeoutive Committee oonoerning
GATE and decided to take appropriate aotion under the relevant agenda items.

4.

PRESENTATION BY THE ISMG OF THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE CONDUCT
OF GATE

4.1
The members of the ISMG made a verbal presentation of their experimental
design proposal for GATE as contained in Volume I of the report submitted to the
session. Volume 11 consists of annexes oontaining contributions by numerous experts
who have worked with the ISMG and referenoe material (Volume 11 is available on
request). Dr. J.P. Kuettner, the senior scientist of the ISMG, desoribed the
general approach to the experiment design, including the scientific problem and
objectives I Dr. N.E. Rider then presented the plan for the deployment and operation of observing platforms and systems for data management, and Dr. I.G. Sitnikov
described arrangements related to numerical modelling, parameterization, analysis
and prognosis.
4.2
The Tropical Experiment Board was unanimous in warmly commending the
report of the ISMG and agreed that it set out the objectives, the plan for conduct
and the requirements of the experiment with great clarity and in adequate detail.
The Board suggested soms minor points of amendment and updating, and in exprsssing
its appreoiation to the ISMG, reoommended that, subjeot to these and other amendments arising from discussion.of items 5 and 6, Volume I of the report be published
in the GARP Publication Series. This publioation should be oirculated to governments
of partioipating countries. A shorter but definitive dooumsnt, which would clearly
spell out the requirements in terms of equipment, ships, aircraft, satellites,
etc (see paragraph 6.1 and Appendix C), prepared on the basis of the ISMG report,
would be sent to all governments having membership on the Board and to governments
within the GATE area.
5.

DISCUSSION OF THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR GATE

5.1
The Board felt that given the allooation of the defined resouroes and
the suocessful development of certain critical observing teohniques, GATE can be
carried out in 1974 and recommended the first day to be 15 June 1974. The experiment
will oontinue for 100 days, that is, until about the end of September.
5.2
It was a unanimous feeling of the Board that, given the observational
data oalled for in the plan, GATE oan fulfil the soientific objectives which are
olearly stated in the ISMG report. The Board suggested that the priority given to
the items listed in Table 5 of the preliminary plan should be re-examined.

5.,

Considering that the conduct of independent national programmes in a
common geographical area will not suffice if the aims of the Central Programme are
to be aohieved, the Board reoommended that the nations oontributing major resouroes
agree to use their resources jointly in a concerted and well oo-ordinated soientifio
effort.
5.4
Before oonsidering specifio details of the plan, the Board disoussed
the extent to which ooeanographic work could be inoorporated in the experiment.
The Board was informed that the ooeanographio oomponent of GATE was now under
development with the active partioipation of ooeanographere in several nations. It
was noted that oceanographio observation in the mixed layer of the ooean are
absolutely eseential to the objeotives of the experiment. In addition, a number of
soientifio projeots of interest to physioal, biologioal and geologioal ooeanographers
have been proposed, whioh oould effeotively utilize the GATE platforms and whioh
would benefit from the oonourrent meteorologioal observation. The Board.welcomes
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the partioipation o£ ooeanographers, noting that while GATE must remain £irst and
£oremost a meteorologioal experiment, many oomplementary ooeanographio studies ehould
be possible whioh would not jeopardize the meteorologioal programme. The Board was
in£ormed that a meeting o£ SCOR would take plaoe in Copenhagen in January 1972 and
noted that Dr. R.W. Stewart would represent JOC, but £elt that it would also be
desirable £or a member o£ the ISMG to attend this meeting in order to explain the
plans £or the oonduot of GATE.
5.5
Moreover, the Board agreed that there would be great advantage in
having an,ooeanographer among members of the SMG for GATE, and noted with satisfaotion that the Chairman of IOC hopes to arrange with the Netherlands for an ooeanographer to join the SMG for a period of 3 to 6 months.
5.6
The Board learned with interest that the Federal Republio of Germany
was planning to oarry out a national ooeanographio programme in oonjunotion with
'GATE. This programme would foous on the mixed upper layer of the sea, on areas o£
free upwelling, on the equatorial under-ourrente and also on ooean wave speotra,
using between ten and twenty instrumented buoys.
5.76
The Board deoided that the A-soale area for GATE should 0 be as follows.
24 N, 95°W; 24°N, 70 0 W; 20 0 N, 70 0 W; 20 0 N, 47°E; lOOS, 47°E; lOOS, 95 W. Related
to the general &rea approved by the Exeoutive Committees of ICSU and WMO in 1970,
this represented a slight extension of the eastern and western boundaries and an
additional area to permit the inolusion of a few more upper-air statione.
5.8

Tb.

BC3Tt

further recommended that SMG should work out an operational

plan, including a plan for communications.

In this plan consideration should be

given to the proposal that some five ships aoross the GATE area oarry out oontinuous
observations throughout the projeot period; and also that two additional ships
should be looated on the equator. The Board asked SMG to oontinue to study and
evaluate olimatological and synoptio data presently available £rom the GATE area.
5.9
Regarding the B-soale area, based on analysis o£ available data
concerning the nature and frequency of oocurrenoe of the convective phenomena of
interest and also based on logistioal oonstraints'othe Boara deoided that the area
should be in the Eastern Atlantio oentered near 10 Nand 27 W. The Board felt that
in prinoiple the B-soale observing network oould remain in one £ixed position'
throughout the duration of the experiment rather than being moved in latitude with
the expected movement of the belt of maximum sea surfaoe temperature as reoommended
by ISMG. Regarding the aotual geometry of the B-soale ehip network, it was agreed
that this should be determined onoe the available number o£ these ships is known.
5.10
The Board agreed that, £or the ooeanio A and B-soale observing network
a total o£ about 27 dedioated ships, 12 £or the A-soale and 15 £or the B-soale
observing network, is needed. Of these.

(a)

all ships should be oapable o£ deploying radiosondes and measuring
upper winds at least to the 80 mb level;

(b)

a majority should be able to undertake temperature-salinity-depth
soundings;

(0)

about nine ships be fitted with wind-traoking and weather radar;
pre£erably the weather radar should be o£ the C-band (5.7 om).
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5.11
The Board decided that in connexion with the proposed schedule of
ship movements, the "zero" day should be 15 June 1974, allowing at least a week
at the beginning for intercomparison purposes. This would mean that phase I of the
project would occur at the beginning of July and that the experiment would last for
100 days, that is, until about the end of September 1974.
5.12
The Board decided that the SMG should continue the development of
details of various GATE sub-programmes to ensure proper input from these to the
central programme. Especially needed is further development of the boundary-layer,
radiation and oceanography sub-programmes in the overall plan for GATE.
5.13
The Board agreed that for the CiD-scale obeervations a total of at
least 12 dedicated aircraft is needed. Of these:
(a)

all should be equipped with at least some wind-finding facility
and temperature and humidity sensors;

(b)

nine fUlly-instrumented aircraft (including three jets) with a range
of 4,000 km or more and, desirably, dropsonde capability, should
participate in co-ordinate~ group flights over the B-soale area;

(c)

two more long-range aircraft should be equipped with advanced infra-red
scanners for sea-surfaoe temperature mapping;

(d)

three aircraft should be fitted with advanced motion sensing and
turbulent flux probes.

5.14
One member of the Board felt that penetration of oloud clusters by
what would of neoessity be long-range airoraft, was a somewhat hazardous undertaking
and felt that measurements could be carried out in analagous oloud conditions in
more oonvenient looalities and the results applied to GATE. However the Board was
not able to explore this question fully and referred the subject for further study
by SMG.
5.15
There was considerable discussion as to the type of weather radar for
quantitative assessment of precipitation which should be oarried by ships in the
B-scale network. The Board recommended C-band radar (5.7 om wavelength) for this
purpose, but appreciating that it might be impossible for all platforms to be so
equipped, agreed that X-band radar (3 cm wavelength) would be better than none at all.
5.16
In view of the probable limitations of weather radar in making
quantitative assessments of precipitation, the Board requested the SMG to consider
the possibility of using some other means of measuring rainfall amounts aboard the
ocean observing platforms, and to draw up a plan for co-ordination of all precipitation measurements.
5.17
The Board considered that reliable operation of existing and planned
WWW stations with tWice-daily radiosonde and wind soundings in the GATE area is a
necessity for the success of GATE. Telecommunications to receive these data within
two hours at the WMCs, RMCs and the GATE Operational Control Centre are equally
vital for the operation of GATE. The TEB confirmed these urgent requirements and
asked the TEC to collaborate in testing the operation of these systems during an
"early test period" for GATE in the summer of 1973 according to a test-operational
plan to be prepared by SMG.
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5.18
The Board was in general agreement that the single observed parameter
of greatest importanoe to tbe suooess of the experiment was the direot wind measurement at all levels. Sinoe it will be too diffioult and too expensive to equip all
ships with stabilized radar, it was noted that GATE will depend on the availability
of an OMEGA navigational-type wind-finding syetem since LORAN ooverage would not be
available in the GATE area. The Board reoommended that -every effort be made to
develop the OMEGA wind-finding teohniques and to bring it to an operational stage
with the aoouraoy oalled for in the Plan by early 1973, so that OMEGA will be used
during GATE as widely as possible. The Board acknowledged the information that a
paper on the OMEGA drcpsonde requirements and teohnology will be made available to
interested members by the U.S.A. and requested to be kept informed of further
developments of these teohniques.
5.19
The most oritioal problem in data oolleotion and oompatability will
arise from the variety of observing teohniques used by the partioipating oountries.
This diffioulty, it was felt, oan only be overoome by an agresment of the partioipating nations to use identioal observing tools and methods wherever possible and to
oonduot intensive inter-oomparison and calibration tests prior to GATE. The Board
stressed the importanos of using a minimum of different types of ssnsors, partioularly in respeot of rawinsonde asoents. It was notsd that, in faot, there would
probably be only two types of sonde and three types of traoking equipment used by
ooean platforms in the B-soale area. The Board reoommended that observing teohniques
whioh are not fully developed or tested prior to the oommenoement of GATE should not
be made part of the basio observing system.
5.20
The Board strongly reoommended a preliminary trial during the
northern hemisphere summer of 1973 (in addition to the period of approximately one
week provided for in the sohedule of ship movements immediately prior to phase I
of the experiment) whioh would permit, amongst other things, inter-oomparison and
inter-oalibration of observing equipment and teohniques and test of the oommunioations
system. This preliminary trial should preferably be held in the aotual area of the
experiment, but if this proved impossible it would still be of value if held in the
north Atlantio or elsewhere. The Board requested the SMG as a matter of urgenoy to
draw up a plan for suoh a preliminary trial, assuming that three or more oountries would
partioipate, and it was hoped that a speoial effort would be made to obtain the
maximum possible upper-air data from the adjaoent oontinentalareas during this
period of the trial.
5.21
Regarding the role of satellites in the experiment, the soientifio
objeotives of the plan as aooepted now assumed the availability of a geostationary
satellite over the east Atlantio and the Board reiterated that the presenoe of a
geostationary satellite over the GATE area was essential and noted with appreoiation that the U.S.A. presently is planning to plaoe suoh a satellite over the GATE
area in time for the experiment. Disoussing measures to take in the event that major
observing oomponents suoh as satellites oould not be provided, the Board felt that
after 1972 it would be very diffioult to postpone or oanoel the experiment and
rsquested the SMG to give oonsideration to the need for a "oontingenoy plan" for
the oonduot or postponement of the experiment in these oiroumstanoss.
5.22
Although GATE will make full use of the existing faoilities, a GATE
Operational Control Centre (GCCC) and a GATE Data Centre (GDC) will have to be
added. SMG was requested to prepare for the next session of the Board detailed
requirements for GOCC and GDC.
5.23
The Board unanimously agreed that, since Dakar was already a WWW
Regional Meteorologioal Centre and Regional Teleoommunioation Hub, and in view
of its suitable geographioal looation in respeot of the B-soale area, its airport
and its harbour faoilities, the GOCC might be looated at Dakar. The Board
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appreciated that this wculd be a major contribution to the experiment and asked
the Secretary-General of WMO to investigate with Senegal the arrangements under
which these facilities could be made available. It recognized that additional
facilities such as satsllite data receiving stations, communications and special
high-speed computer equipment, will also be required. It hoped that these special
facilities could be contributed by othsr TEB msmber governmsnts for the duration
of the experiment. The Board will have to consider these matters in greater detail
at its next session.

5.24
Regarding the plans for data management, the Board recognized that
this matter was extremely important and required detailed co-ordination at national
and international levels. In particular, detailed planning for the GOCC and GDC
had now become urgent. The Board stressed the importance of arranging standardization of formats and media for use when data are submitted to the data centres

participating in the experiment and recommended that all data collected in GATE
should be available to all nations at the earliest possible time. To achieve an
orderly and timely processing and validation of all basic data the SMG was requested
to work further on the development of a data management plan once the available
resouroes are known.

6.
6.1

NATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS REQUIRED FOR GATE

The Tropical Experiment Board, noting that the report of the ISMG

on the experiment design proposal for GATE made a clear and realistic assessment

of the requirements for the successful conduct of the experiment, decided that a
concise document should be drawn up in non-technical terms explaining the

objectives of GATE and setting out the requirements to be met by participating
countries in terms of observation platforms, equipment and expertise.

The Board

drew up a draft of such a document which is reproduced in Appendix C.
6.2
The Board agreed that this document should be circulated as soon as
possible by the Secretary-General of WMO to the appropriate governmental authority
of all countries within the GATE area and to other countries which had expressed
interest in participating in GATE, with a copy to the Permanent Representative of
the country with WMO. Countries intending to contribute should be requested to
make known their firm commitments of platforms, equipment and expertise before
31 March 1972. These should be studied and assembled by the SMG for presentation
to the third session of TEE.
6.3

As well as commitments in material, the Board urged all participating

countries which could do

BD

to nominate experts to work on a long-term basis (i.e.

8-12 months or longer) with the SMG.

The subjects which require to be covered by

the group include instrumentation and observational techniques, satellite and
radiation programmes, aircraft observing programmes, instrumentation and flight
operations, boundary~layer programme, logistics and communications, data management,
tropical numerical models and parameterization programme and oceanographic aspects.
The field of expertise and the period of availability of experts who could be
released within the next few months for work with the SMG should be conveyed to the

Secretary-General of WMO by 31 March 1972.
6.4

Noting with Borne concern that a recent survey of upper-air observations

received from the 53 WWW staticns in the original GATE area showed that only between
34 and 31 per cent of the scheduled observations were received at the WMC Moscow,
the Board emphasized that GATE would rely heavily upon the efficient transmission
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of reliable data from existing stations, and on the e8tabli8hment of all new 8tation8
in the area 8cheduled for implementation in the World Weather Watch Plan 1972-1975
in time for the experiment; It was pointed out that there was little value in
setting up a c08tly network of observing platform8 over the ocean if the network
in adjacent continental areas remained ,inadequate. The Board was pleased to learn
that the Secretary-General of WMO had agreed to draw the attention of donor countrie8
under the WWW Voluntary A8si8tance Programme (VAP) to the importance of achieving
an adequate network of upper-air stations within the GATE area in time for the
experiment and a8ked the Secretary-G8neral to take all further 8tep8 P088ible to
801ve the .problem of data gap8 in contin8ntal area8. The Bcard a180 recommended
that the TEC give 8pecial attention to the problem at ite next se88ion, and 8upport
a te8t programm8 in the GATE area during the te8t period of 1973 recommended in
paragraph 5.20 above.
6.5
The Board wi8hed to draw the attention of all countrie8 with obeerving
8tation8 within the GATE area to the need for reoording ob8ervation8 on computercompatible media (i.e. magnetic tape, punched card8, etc). A8 pointed out in
paragraph 5.24, the SMG was reque8ted &s a matter of urgency to give attention to
the media and format8 to be u8ed for this purpose.
6.6
The Board noted with appreoiation comment8 made on national contribution8 a8 folloW8'
The offer of Portugal to co-operate if a member of the SMG and
the WMO Secretariat wi8hed to vi8it the Cape Verde I81and8 to make
an a88e88ment of the facilitie8 there.
That the Netherland8 planned to in8tall a temporary radi080nde etation
in Surinam in addition to the P088ible availability of the 8hip
IISnellius".
That Finland had promi8ed at lea8t nine complete upper-air 8tation8
offered under VAP which would remain after the completion of the
experiment and a180 to man with per80nnel from Finland one of the8e
8tation8 for the duration of the experiment.
The Board a180 noted that one of the three 8urvey 8hips originally intended a8 a
contribution by the Federal Republic of Germany would now appear not to be
available.
6.7
For purpo8e8 of re8upplyingA and B-8cale 8hip8, it was agreed that
the majority of the 8hip8 would probably U8e the port at Dakar, although 80me
A-8cale 8hip8 in the more we8terly part8 would U8e we8tern Atlantic port8 8uoh as
Barbadc8 or port8 in the north-ea8tern part of South America.
7.

THE ORGANIZATION. LOCATION. OPERATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SMG

7.1
The need for a Scientific and Management Group (SMG) in order to
en8ure the 8cientific and teohnological coherence of all the national effort8 in
GATE planning had been di8cu88ed at TEB-I and by the WMO Executive Committee, which,
at its twenty-third 8e88ion, had reque8ted the Secretary-General of WMO to recruit
a director and deputy-director for the SMG a8 800n a8 nomination8 had been received
from the Tropical Experiment Board. The Board unanimou81y agreed that the SMG
8hould be e8tabli8hed a8 of 1 January 1972 and that it 8hould 8tart work on the
problem8 of the experiment a8 800n a8 P088ible. The Board a8ked Dr. Kuettner to act
a8 Director of the SMG until 8uoh time a8 a formal appointment i8 made.
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7.2
Aooordingly, the Board deoided to aek the Seoretary-General of WMO
to advertiee the posts of direotor and deputy-direotor of the SMG as soon as possible.
The Board unanimously expressed the opinion that if Dr. Kuettner, Senior Soientist
of the ISMG, should be available, he should be offered the post of Direotor. The
representative of JOC stated that this opinion was also shared by the JOC.
7.3

Although the ISMG has oompleted the main part of its responsibilities

and its members would return to their respective national services immediately after
the conclusion of TEB-II, it was considered desirable to maintain their services

until the· SMG long-term experts are named. The Board requested the Seoretary-General
of WMO to arrange for neoessary oontinuity to be maintained by keeping the former
members of the ISMG informed of developments and by oonvening oooasional meetings
with them as and when neoessary.
7.4
As noted in paragraph 6.3 the effeotiveness of the SMG will be
dependent upon obtaining long-term experts of the right soisntifio baokground and
in suffioient numbers. The Seoretary-General of WMO was asked to appeal to the
partioipating governments to assign suoh experts to the SMG when he transmitted the
report of the session and the GATE plan. This appeal should stress the type of
persons needed and indioate their general terms of servioe. In oonnexion with the
terms of servioe of the seoonded personnel, it should be made olear that the
Seoretary-General of WMO is authorized to meet travel oosts of experts while on SMG
business but that all their other oosts will need to be met by the respeotive
countries concerned.
7.5
The Board in general reaffirmed the terms of referenoe of SMG as
agreed at its first session. As the aotivities of SMG would oover a very wide
range of speoialized fields it was felt that it would bs neoessary to allooate
responsibility for different fields to individual members or perhaps small groups
within BMG. As a oorollary to this, it would be sssential to ensure that the persons
nominated by governments to serve on the SMG should cover all the neoessary fields
(see Appendix D). Small gaps in the expert knowledge of the SMG as a whole oould
probably be filled by ad hoc arrangements, but major gaps would oreate serious
diffioulties. The experisnoe of the ISMGworking in the WMO Seoretariat WOUld, of
oourse, provide valuable guidanoe to the SMG in organizing its work.
7.6
The Board noted that in its budget for the four-year period 1972-1975
the Sixth Congress of WMO had provided for a sum of U.S. $700,000 as "direot WMO
support to GARP", and that the Exeoutive Committee had allooated for the first year
of the period (1972) the sum of $150,000. Whilst it reoognized that other GARP
activities requiring "direct WMO support" will have to be met from this source, the
Board expressed the strong hope that the Seoretary-General of WMO would allooate most
of this sum to costs arising from SMG activities.
7.7
Regarding the future looation of the SMG, the Board reoalled that the
Exeoutive Committee of WMO at its twenty-seoond session had referred the question
to the TEE for deoision and that TEE-I had aooepted the United Kingdom's offer to
house the SMG at Braoknell. The representative of the U.K. reaffirmed his
government's offer and informed the Board that aooommodation at Braoknell for about
20 persons would be available after 1 April 1972.
7.8
The delegate of the U.S.S.R. noted that, (a) the Sixth World Meteorologioal Congress in Resolution 5(Cg-VI) had urged Members to provide the neoessary
support for the Experiment by helping in its further planning, and also that both
EC-XXII and EC-XXIII olearly stated that the Soisntifio and Management Group (SMG)
should oonsist of a direotor and deputy-direotor both reoruited ao international
oivil servants, and also long-term oonsultants seoonded from the participating
oountries to SMG; (b) the work whioh would have to be oarried out by the leaders
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of the SMG would mostly be of an organizational, international co-ordinating and
administrative charaoter; and (c) the results achieved during the last year by the
ISMG working within the WMO Secretariat in Geneva had been excellent. He therefore
proposed that the director and his deputy in their role as international civil
servants ehould both start their work in the WMO Secretariat in Geneva. Some of
the long-term experts seconded by their countries might, however, start their work
at Hracknell. The next session of the Hoard should discuss further, if necessary,
the location aspeots of the SMG in the light of experienoe.
7.9
Some members expressed strong doubts about the praotioability and
effioaoy of splitting the SMG between two localities. However, other speakers
expressed the view that locating the SMG in two places, whilst it might appear
inexpedient at this time, oould prove to be a possible way of performing the
duties with which it was being charged.
7.10
After a long discussion, the majority of the members of the Hoard
recognized that the SMG would have to carry out substantial activities both at
Hraoknell and at Geneva and that it would therefore be necessary to have adequate
direction of the work in both places. It was therefore decided that at the outset
one of the two international oivil servants (i.e. the director or deputy-director
of the SMG) ehould be located in Geneva and the other in Bracknell. It waB further
decided that the Bituation would be reviewed by the TEB aB the programme of work
develops.
7.11
The representative of the U.S.S.R. declared that in view of the above
deoision regarding the location of the SMG, the U.S.S.R. reserves its position on
the question of seconding long-term experts for work with the SMG.
7.12
The Board considered it essential for the implementation of GATE and
its many international aspeots that the established close co-operation between the
ISMG and the Secretariat of the WMO and the JPS be maintained by the SMG.

8.

DATE. PLACE AND SUBJECTS OF THE NEXT TEB SESSION

The Tropioal Experiment Board decided that its third session
should be held as soon as the contributions to GATE of participating oountries
were known in order to give any necessary guidance to the SMG on the line of
action to be taken in view of the available facilitiee. The Board therefore agreed
that the tentative date for the opening of the session should be 27 April 1972 at
the WMO Secretariat in Geneva.

9.

REPORT OF THE SESSION

Noting its deoision regarding the publication of Volume I of the
ISMG's report (eee paragraph 4.2) and the document for circulation to participating
governments (see paragraph 6.2), the Hoard decided that the report of the second
session should be drawn up and distributed in a similar manner to the report of
the first eession, that is, as a GARP Special Report.
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1.
1.1

C

INTRODUOTION

The Atlantio Tropioal Experiment (GATE), soheduled for the summer of

1974, will be the first major observational experiment of the Global Atmospherio

Researoh Programme (GARP) sponsored jointly by the World Meteorologioal Organization and the International Oounoil of Soientifio Unions. The objeotives of GATE
are to study the struoture and evolution of weather systsms in the tropioal eastern
Atlantic and to assess the extent to which these tropical disturbances affect the
behaviour of the whole atmosphere. It is believed that tropioal conveotive storms,
besides being a dominant feature of the weather in the tropics, provide a strong
driving force for the whole atmosphere and that they transport vast quantities of
heat and moisture from the tropical oceans into the atmosphere at higher latitudes
and,therefore affeot the weather everywhere.
1.2

Great progress has been made in recent years in devising new methods
of observing the weather from satellites, and in formulating very oomplex
mathematioal models of the global atmosphere whioh, with the help of giant computers,
are used to make good mathematical predictione of the broad scale featuree of the
weather for two or three daye 'ahead. Suoh techniques are gradually replaoing the
traditional subjective methods in many countries.

Experience with these models and current researoh indioate that
reliable foreoasts for a week ahead and perhaps longer are capable of being achieved
within the next few years, provided that adequate observations of the global atmosphere are forthooming. One of the objectives of GARP will be to determine the
minimum requirements for the global weather observing system and to determine to
what extent the range and acouraoy of weather foreoasts are set by the atmosphere
itself.
1.3

1.4

First priority has been given to the tropical experiment because we
know so little about the behaviour of tropioal weather systems and how to incorporate
them into global models.

1.5
The proposed tropioal experiment, whose objeotives and plans are briefly
eummarized in the following pages, oalls for a oombined task force of satellites, some
30 ships and 10 large airoraft, and will be by far the largest and most oomplex
international soientifio experiment so far undertaken. In oalling for an unusual
degree of joint international planning and management, it provides a major challenge
and opportunity for the participating nations to work closely together as a combined
team on a problem whose solution will be of ultimate benefit to the whole world.
2.

THE OBJEOTIVES

2.1
The Global Atmospherio Researoh Programme (GARP) has been established
by the World Meteorologioal Organization (WMO) and the International Oounoil of
Scientifio Unions (IOSU) as a long range programme to understand the transient
behaviour of the atmosphere whioh oontrols changes in weather over the whole world.
As our improved understanding of both the high latitude weather systems and tropioal
weather systems is included in more realistic models of ths atmosphere, man stands
to benefit signifioant~y through improved foreoasts by being better able to plan for
the ohanging weather in bcith the tropios and at higher latitudes. Furthermore, this
inoreased understanding is fundamental to a better understanding of the physical basis
of climate ~nd its possible ohange, through natural or man-made influenoes.
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2.2
The GARP Atlantic Trcpical Experiment (GATE) has been developed as a
major contribution to the Global Atmospheric Research Programme. The primary aims
of GATE are to extend the knowledge of those aspects of the meteorolcgy of the '
equatorial belt which are essential for a proper understanding of the oirculation
of the earth's atmosphere as a whole. The knowledge and experience derived will
also provide a basis for a major advance in the understanding of tropical meteorology
and for development of weather forecasting in the equatorial belt.
2.3
The atmosphsre and oceans of the tropical belt contain the main heat
sources which drive the general circulation of the atmosphere as a whole. Fluctuations in this belt are undoubtedly linked with variations of the circulation in
the higher latitudes, although the nature of these connexions is as yet obscure.
2.4
The GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment aims to provide a basis upon
which to develop methods for estimating the effects of the smaller tropical weather
systems on the larger scale circulations. This is possible because the tropical
atmosphere is noteworthy for convective storms and there is little doubt that this
oonvection is a major factor in the vertical transport of heat, water vapour and
probably of momentum. Satellite photographs show that a major part of this
convection occurs in organized "cloud olusters".
2.5
The GATE, therefore, has been designed to provide a description of the
internal structure of a number of these cloud olusters, to estimate the vertical and
horizontal transport of heat, moisture and momentum associated with the systems and
to relate them to movements of the tropical atmosphere. on a larger scale. This
requires observing systems on a broad scale to define the large-scale disturbances of
the wind field and on a finer scale to resolve the internal structure of the cloud
clusters and their effects on the ciroulation in their immediate environment.
2.6
A full understanding of the behaviour of cloud clusters and the
transport of heat, water vapour and momentum arising from them will not be achieved
without a conoentrated international observational programme in an appropriate
geographical area. Some of the significant aspects of the proposed experiment in
the Tropical Atlantic are discussed in the following sections.
3.

THE MANAGEMENT

3.1
It was recogni~ed early in the planning (July 1910) that full-time staff
would be required to prepare the detailed plans for the experiment and to take part
in the processing and scientific analysis of the vast amount of data which would
accrue. A Scientific and Management Group (SMG) was therefore proposed to be headed
by a direotor and his deputy who would oarry out the functions of scientific leader
and project manager between them. These two would have the statue of international
civil servants and the remainder of the Group would be seconded by participating
countries who would pay their salaries and allowances. This proposal was considered
and approved by the Executive Committees of WMO and ICSU who, recognizing the urgency,
set up an Interim Scientific and Management Qroup (ISMG) in Autumn 1910. A novel
international management arrangement has been created under the auspicee of WMO and
ICSU. The Tropical Experiment Board, comprised primarily of representatives of the
governments of those countries planning substantial contributions to the conduct of
the experiment, servee as the central body for planning and execution. Present
members include Canada, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Netherlands,
Portugal, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom and United States of
America
The broader Tropical Experiment Council is comprised of representatives of
countries within the proposed-area of the experiment and other interested countries.
0
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3.2
The Sixth World Meteorological Congrees approved funds for two
international oivil servants (the Direotor ot the SMG and his deputy) to be appointed,
and for organizing a number of necessary planning

meeti~gB.

However, in the meantime,

the ISMG funotioning in Geneva produoed a First Experiment Design Proposal (to be
published by WMO and ICSU) which were oonsidered at the seoond session of the
Tropioal Experiment Board in Deoember 1971. The Board agreed with the general
strategy outlined and deoided to appoint the SMG with effeot from 1 January 1972.
Reoognizing that there was muoh organizational work to be done in Geneva, the Board
deoided that at least for the present the SMG should be arranged so that one international oivil servant be aooommodated at Geneva and one at Braoknell. In view of
the· great number of soientifio and logistio studies that have to be made within the
next 2-3 years, there is an urgent need for partioipating oountries to seoond
experts to the SMG to work for extended periods in the following areasl
tropioal models and parameterization programmes,
satellite and radiation programmes;
boundary-layer programme;
instrumentation and observational teohniques and networks,·
data management;
logistios and oommunioations,
aircraft observing programme, instrumentation and

flight operations;
ooeanographic programme.
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BASIC PROJECT INFORMATION

WHAT:

GATE:

WHERE:

Tropioal Atlantio Ooean and adjaoent land and island areas
Speoial oonoentration: Eastern Atlantic, west of Dakar

WHEN:

Main Observational Phase: June 15 to September 30, 1974
Preliminary Tests: Summer 1973
Firm National Commitments: March 31, 1972

WHO:

Organized by World Meteorological Organization and the
International Counoil of Soientific Unions
participants: Interested nations
Managed by: the GATE Tropioal Experiment Board (through
its Scientific and Management Group - SMG) and the Tropical
Experiment Council

Hmi:

Co-ordinated international programme composed of nationa~
contributions of speoial observing platforms, faoilities
and personnel supplementing the existing World Weather Watch
systems

WHY:

To understand and model the processes of organized, deep

GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT

tropical convection and the interaction with the larger
scales of motion whioh are essential determinants not only
of the weather and climate of the tropics but of the global
circulation of the entire atmospheric system.

TABLE 1
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THE OBSERVATIONAL STRATEGY

4.1
A summary of basic project information is presented in Table 1 and
a map showing the area cf the experiment is given in Figure 1.
4.2
As noted in section 1, observations are required to characterize an
extremely great range of spatial scales, both to define the significant features
of the large-scale atmospheric circulation (the so-called A-scale) and to characterize
the ·important convective processes (C and D-scales) which are organized into
cloud clusters (B-scale). To provide the required observations, a composite observing
system has been designed which includes geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites,
the augmented \~1 network of land stations, a special network of ship stations,
instrumented aircraft, and possibly special balloon and buoy systems. Thus the
final, complete data Bet must be obtained from the integration of complementary
observations from a number of independent systems, none of which would suffice
by itself.

4.3
The A-scale will be observed primarily by a network of fixed stations,
ideally having an average lateral separation of about 500 kilometres, the same a~
that envisaged as a permanent requirement for the World Weather Watch ('~~I). Over
the land areas this requirement can largely be met by early implementation of
already existing WWW plans, although some temporary or mobile stations may be needed.
To provide adequate coverage over the oceans, however, requires the establishment
of ship stations in the tropical Atlantic which are capable of making adequate surface
and upper-air observations. It may be possible to improve the A-scale coverage if
high-flying aircraft with wind-finding dropsondes a1eo can be provided. More detailed
specifications for the observational capabilities needed are given below and in
section Se A proposed network design, based on a number of scientific and practical
considerations, is shown in Figure 1.
4.4
To examine the internal structure of oceanic cloud clusters which have
a typical scale between 100 and 1,000 kilometres requires a finer network which can
be established reasonably only in a limited area call ea the B-scale area. Based on
analysis of available data concerning the nature and frequency of occurrence of the
convective phenomena of interest, and also on logistical constraints, an area in the
Eastern Atlantic centered near lOON and 27°W has been selected. In this B-sca1e
area would be concentrated some 15 of the total number of 25 to 30 ship stations
envisaged, as shown in Figure 1. These B-sQale ships, Qpaced about 200 km apart,
will make more frequent observations during disturbed conditions, and a number will
require radar for precipitation observations, as well as special instrumentation to
make radiation. boundary-layer and oceanographic observations.

4.5
The most critical problem in data collection and compatibility will
arise from the variety of observing techniques used by the participating countries.
To achieve maximum consistency in the observing system it i~ recommended that the
number of types of radioBondesshould be reduced as far as possible, and that
intensive intercomparison and oalibration tests be performed between main observing
systems prior to the beginning of GATE.
4.6
To investigate the convective cloud groups and cloud elements smaller
than about 100 km across, instrumented aircraft will be used in conjuncticn with the
ship radars and data obtained using the geostationary satellite. Since these aircraft need to operate within the B-sca1e ship network, which is some 1,000 km or
more from the proposed base at Dakar, long-range airoraft are essential. Based on
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analysis of several proposed flight oonfigurations and traoks, it is estimated that
up to 12 airoraft will be needed. In addition to flight-level wind and thermodynamio
measurements, a few of the aircraft should be equipped to measure turbulent fluxBs,
sea surface temperature, radiation, liquid water content and to take cloud photographs.
Weather radar and a dropsonde capability to measure vertical profiles in the atmosphere would also be very desirable.

4.7

Da.ta to be obta.inedfrom satellites have great potential for GATE as

new systems and techniques are being developed.

Frequent day and night images from

a geostationary satellite will provide an overall and detailed view'of the observational area and will be invaluable for operations planning and control as discussed
below. In addition, successivE images allow determination of cloud-tracer displacements from which the wind field can be inferred. AlSO, data from ships, buoys and
balloons can be collected, and graphical data can be relayed.
4.8

Polar-orbiting satellites will, by remote-sensing techniques, provide

large numosrs of atmospheric temperature soundings, sea-surface and clOUd-top

temperatures as well as day and night images.

Experimental satellites may also

provide advanced infrared and microwave sounders and various radiation measurements.

Of special interest is a. proposed constant-level balloon tracking experiment which
could provide useful data if held concurrently with GATE. Constant-level stratospheric balloons carrying Wind-finding dropsondes Which can report through a satellite
could also provide valuable measurements of vertioal wind profiles over the broad
oceanic area.

4.9
Although the oceanographic component of GATE is not yet as well
developed as the meteorological part, interest is rapidly increasing and competent
oceanographers are beginning to formulate a programme. The need is apparent for
measursments defining the heat budget of the upper oceanic layers and the interactions with the atmospheric boundary layer. In this connexion, suitably instrumented moored or drifting buoys capable of making surface and subsurface measure-

ments including currsnts are considered promising contributors to the observing
system.

4.10
As noted in section 2, the scientific objectives of GATE are complex
and the specific hypotheses and models to be tested do not admit unique or simple
statements. Nonetheless, it has been possible to formulate a number of specific
analytical approaches to the fundamental problems so that scientists can state with
some confidence the type of data and general accuracy requirements. It is clear, for
example, that wind measurements are critical and that the accuracy required is rather
stringent. Fortunately, a new observational technique, using so-called "omega
sondes", is becoming available which does not require that all ships be equipped with
expenSive stabilized radars. Even relatively simply equipped ships should be able
to accept the required systems, and at a cost measured in tens rather than hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Other critical measurements, such as precipitation using
radar, boundary-layer and turbulence measurements are more demanding, but not all
platforms require these.. Thus it does not appear unreasonable to assemble the
required capability. A partial summary of the accuracies required in some of the
more common measurements, as formulated by the group of experts, is given in Table 2.
A summary of the platforms needed is presented in the concluding seotion 7.
4.il
The number of observations ma.de on board the ships should be as numerous
as possible so as to reduce the statistical observational error. Surface observations
should be made every three hours, in accordance with WHO recommendations. The number

MEASUREMENT AOOURAOIES

Quantity
Wind (m/sec)

Temp

(° 0 )

Pressure (mb)
R.H:

(%)

Sea Surface
(° 0 )

Temp

Desirable

Minimum

±1

+ 2 m/sec absolute
m/sec relative

±
±

±

l°O

+ 0.5°0

±

1 mb

±

+ 10% at T > _10°0

± 157~ at
± 0.5°0

_10°0 > T > _40°0

Remarks
Aircraft:

1.0 m/sec absolute
0.5 m/sec relative

0.5 m/sec (relative) on
D-scale
Vertical ) 2 km for A&B scale 300 m
Resolution) in boundary layer
Aircraft:
0.2°0 (relative) on
D-scale

0.5 mb

+ 5% at T> _10°0

-± 10% at

°

°

-10 0 > T >-40 0

± 0.25°0

Aircraft:

+ 7;; at T >0°
0° > T > _40°

± 15% at

0.25°0 desirable for D-scale

TABLE 2

I\)
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of radiosonde ascents depends on the capacity of the ship. for hydro~en or helium.
aBcent~ & d&y is needed, with a frequency of eight ascents a day
during certain periods of GATE. Each ascent should measurs upper winds at least
to the 80-mb level. Over the continental network, two ~awinBonde ascents per day
are required. Each of these ascents should make wind measurements to at least the
80-mb level.

A minimum of four

5.
5.1

DATA MANAGEMENT

In order to ensurs that high quality data are made available to the

intended users in a suitable form and at the appropriate time, a data management

plan is essential. It will not be suffioient mersly to provide and dsploy observational platforms in a co-ordinated system, no matter how sophisticatsd the
instrumentation and no matter how aCQurate the sensors. As a general prinoiple,
all of the primary GATE data will be made available to all participating countries
and to all interested users.
5.2

To the degree possible, existing facilities and capabilities should be

used to achieve the oollection, processing, transmission and archiving of the data.

Each participating nation will assume responsibility for the initial processing and

checking of the data collected by its systems and will prOVide these data in
scientific units, in an agreed general format, and on standardized_technical media
to an appropriate international centre. The existing Global Telecommunication
System, Regional Meteorological Centres (RNC's), World Meteorological Centres (WMC's)
and World Data Centres will play a significant role. In addition a special
operations control centre will have to be oreated to function during the operational
phase of the experiment, as described in the next section, and a special GATE Data
Centre is needed to reoeiv~ and integrate the national data sets for eventual
archiving in the World Data Centres.
5.3

Two primary classes of data can be distinguished according to the time

lapse before use; (i) those needed in near-real-time, primarily for operational
analysis and forecasting and for monitoring the performance of the observing system,

and (ii) the research data directed to the scientific objectives. The former class
will be provided primarily to Regional and World Meteorological Centres and the GATE
Operations Control Centre by means of the Global Telecommunication System, although
some special systems using satellites and radiotelecommunioations will be needed to
collect data from the ships.

5.4
The remaining bulk of the data will pass through national processing
centres, and then to the GATE Data Centre. Most of these data will be transported
physically, for example, on magnetic tapes, to the appropriate national facilities.
It is planned that the observations taken during selected periods of a few days will
be assigned high priority and processed within one month. These data will provide
the basis for early scientific analyses and CaBe studies, and should allow some
possible adjustment of later observing phases. The data should be processed in
national centres as promptly as possible, especially the "routine" data pertaining
to the central programme. All data collected in GATE should be provided to the
GATE Data Centre within nine to eighteen months.
5.5
The GATE Data Centre will catalogue, integrate, validate and reformat
the data received from partioipating nations. It will make preliminary disseminations as required,. and will provide the final data set to the World Data Centres
within about two years, after which its existenoe can be terminated. The scientific
analysis phase of GATE will, of course, continue beyond that time, but will be
carried out largely in the institutions of the interested scientists.
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As dsscribed below, it is absolutsly essential that a carefully planned

programme of common calibration and interoompariaon of observing systems be carried

out if a sufficiently homogenecus data set is to be derived from the composite
data from various national systems. The data resulti~g from these comparisons will
be equally as important as the observations of the phenomena of interest, and
such data will be provided both to national centres and to the GATE Data Centre.
5.7
Figure 2 shows the basic classes of data and the logical flow between
the various centres, and Figure 3 illustrates the geographical relationships of
the centres and the layout of the Global Telecommunication System.
6.

Ol'ERATIONS AND SCHEDULES

6.1
A unique international project of this scope and magnitude must have
complete international understanding, co-operation and support. Those problems
normally encountered in a national programme become multiplied when dealing on an
international scale with different platforms, equipment, sensors, techniques, etc.

6.2
This international understanding and co-operation will result. in a
sizeable gathering of ships, aircraft and other sensing platforms in the Trcpical
East Atlantic in the summer of 1974. All platforms, equipped as described in
sections 4 and 7. will operate in accordance with a schedule similar to the followine:
Movement or

Activity No.

Day

1

1 - 5

Trial runs and intercomparison of the systems

2

6 - 8

In port

3

9 - 11

On passage

4

12 - 32

l'roject phase I

5

33 - 35

On passage

6

36 - 40

In port

7

41 - 43

On passage

8

44 - 64

l'roject phase I I

9

65 - 67

On paasage

10

68 - 72

In port

11

73 - 75

On palilsage

12

76 - 96

l'roject phase III

13

96 - 98

On passage
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.
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.
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IIlOYS
MLLOOIIS
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DATA
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SYSTEM
~
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FIIU'.
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6.3
Although it is anticipated that a seoondary support facility for those
platforms operating in the western portion of the A-scale area will probably need
to be established, it is proposed that the main body of ships and aircraft would
operate from Dakar, Senegal. Under this proposed plan, Dakar would serve as the
major port and extensive use would be made of both airoraft and ship 'support
facilities as well as the housing of cr~wB while in port, although some A-scale
ships in the most westerly parts of the area would use western Atlantic ports such
as Barba~os or ports in the north-eastern part of South America.
6.4
The GATE Operations Control Centre (GOCC) is also proposed for
establishment at Dakar and would function as the nerve centre for the day-to-day
operational control of the experiment. Although the basic operational plan will
have been predetermined, a team of experts based at the GOCC will amend that plan
as necessary on a daily-basis.

The GOCC probably will receive eome data directly from the ships ahd
aircraft involved in the experiment. Such data would include sounding and radar
data from ships, routine observations from aircraft, and also would involve image
data from satellites.
6.5
These data, coupled with advice and forecasts received from the
co-located Regional Meteorological Centre (RMC) and also via the World Meteorological
Centres (WMC's) and other RMC's will be used by the GOCC in the direction of the.
experiment itself and for verifying the performance of observing systems. In this
connexion and in the attempt to make use of existing facilities, it has been
suggested that the RMC Nairobi and RMC Erasilia would serve as focal points for
GATE in questions of observations, analyses and forecasts for Eastern Africa and
South America respeotively. The importance to the overall suocess of the experiment
of such special analyses and forecasts fortheee areas cannot be over-emphasized.
6.6
E~ually as important as the operational phase of the experiment and,
in fact, prior to that operational phase, one must face the difficult problem of
testlng all aspects i~ an operational environment. To this end, it is planned to
conduot a preliminary test of as many aspeots of the observational system as
possible in the summer of 1973, a year before the main period itself. Such an early
test programme will Berve to inter-compare and calibrate representative equipment
and techniques to e~su~e reliability and compatibility of sensors and to ensure that
meaningful data can be--sensed, formatted, transmitted, analyzed; reduced and used in
the manner intended. The importance of Buchan early test periodoannot be overemphasized.
'
6.7
No project can hope for success without setting forth a timetable
leading up to the actual operational phase. Such a tent~tive timetable follows,
and every possible effort must be made to adhere to it it the scientific and
operational objectives are to be fulfilled.
Commitment of major resources
Next TEE meeting
E~uipment on each platform
Definiticn of commitment
Installation for "early test"
Early teat and comparability
All installed and operational

4)

Communications
acl Install on platforms and at GOCC
b Test period
Installed and operational

31·March 1972"
End April 1972
June 1972
July 1973
Aug. 1973
April 1974
June 1973
Aug. 1973
May 1974

~l
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5)

6)

Support facilities and logistics
a~d~ Listing of requirements
International agreement
Supply of test period needs
Final supply

Sept. 1972
Dec. 1972
June 1973
April 1974

Data management plan
Agreement on details
Test period
Final components operational

Oct. 1972
Aug. 1973
April 1974

7.

NATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

7.1
In the preceding sections the basio plan of the experiment has been
desoribed, and the major national contributions required have been identified. For
convenience, the major elements are tabulated here. Table 3 summarizes the various
platforms needed to assemble the oomposite observing system, and Table 4 summarizes
the speoial faoilities and support needed.
7.2
Although the required commitments are substantial, they appear to be·
reasonably within the oolleotive oapability of the interested nations. The TEB,
having oonsidered the plan in some detail, concludes that the effort to mount suoh
an experiment is certainly justified.

~

'"

NATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Proposed and n9quested Flatforms and
rlatform
Land stations
Ships

Aircraft

No. rroposed

Basic Capabilities

Special Capabilities

Remarks

Ausmented
~"Ii'l\ol Plan

Yind profiles essential; other
upper-air desired; surfaoe obs.

27

Wind, temp. humidity profiles;
surface meteorological observations; sea surface temp; ship
position location

A-scale:at least some ships
4 soundings/day to 80
with STD in mixed layer (approx. mb (To la mb for equa1000 m).
torial stations);
E-scale: 8 soundings/day during
about 5 stations should
intensive periodsj STD 4/dayj
be occupied continuRadar (calibrated for precip. if ously; fixed stations
possible); at least some with
but possible mobility
planetary boundary layer equip;
up to 100 km; In situ
surface radiation and radiometer precip-obs.if possible.
sondes.

Winds, temp, humidity,
pressure at flight level;
position

A-scale: wind finding dropsondes;
photo reconnaissance.
C & D scales: At least some
(,) with direct flux (gust
probe) measurements; sea
surface temp; radiation;
liquid water contentj cloud
photcgraphy; dropsondes (wind)
desirable.

Long range essential
(4000 km total flight);
at least 3 high level
(30,000 ft) aircraft
needed; 15-18 aircrews.

Image enhancement; winds from
cloud displacements; oloudtop temps; platforms data
collection and relay; broadcast of graphical data (WEF~~)

Eased on US GOES
satellite plans

Humidity estimates

Eased on USSR meteor
and US ITOS satellites

A-scale

*

C-D soale
12

Geostationary
satelli te

Capabiliti~s

1

Day & night images including B-scale area at short
time intervals

I'olar-orbiting
satelli tes

2

Day & night images; sea
surface temps; vertical temp
soundingsj cloud-top temps.

Research
satellites

•

Constant-level
balloons

*

Buoys

•

Tracking and data oollection
(e.g. balloons and buoys); advanced IR and microwave
sounders; radiation fluxes and
budget.
Drifting balloons at 150 mb
(tracked by satellite) measuring temp, pressure, altitude; stratospheric balloons
carrying windfinding dropsondes
Surfaoe and subsurface obs.

2 soundings/day to
80 mb

i~
"

Eased on US NIMEUS
E & F satellites

Eased on US NIMBUS F
~JERLE and satellite
carrier balloon system
Ocean currents by tracking
drifting buoys

Requirements not yet
well developed; could
prOVide improved surface wind and precip
observations

* number to be determined
~ABLE

;.

~---~ -----_.~~~~~~
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LIST OF SOME SPEOIFIO TASKS ASSIGNED TO SMG BY TEB-II
(chronologically, as they appear in the report)
Paragraph

4.2

To prepare the experiment design proposal (Volume I of the ISMG report)
for publioation in the GARP Publications Series.

5.8

To develop the GATE operational plan including a plan for communications.

5.8

To continue study and evaluation of climatological and synoptic data
presently available from the GATE area.

5.12

To continue the development of details of various GATE sub-programmes

to ensure proper input from these to the central programme; especially
needed is further development of the boundary-layer, radiation and
oceanographic sUb~programmeB in the overall plan for GATEo

5.14

To study the possibility of carrying out cloud condition measurements
by aircraft in more convenient localitie~, and their applicability to
GATE.

5.16

To consider the possibilities of using means other than weather radar

to measure rainfall amounts aboard the ocean observing platforms, and
to draw up a plan for co-ordination of all precipitation measurements.

5.17
and
5.20

To prepare a test-operational plan of the observational and telecommunicational systems for GATE for the "early test period" in the summer
of 1973 and to seek the collaboration of TEC for these purposes as
appropriate.

5.18

To follow closely the development of OMEGA Wind-finding techniques and
to advise participating countries on its use during GATE as widely as
possible.

5.19

To work toward specific agreements of the participating nations to use
identical observing tools and methods wherever possible and to prepare
plans for inter-comparison ~nd calibration test prior to GATE.

5.21

To give consideration of the need for a "contingency plan" for the
conduct or postponement of the experiment in the event that major
observing components such aB satellites could not be provided.

5.22

To prepare detailed requirements for the GATE Operational Control Centre
(GOCC) and GATE Data Centre (GDO).

5.24

To work further on the development of the data management plan once the
available resources are known.

6.2

To study the impact on the Preliminary Plan for GATE of the firm
commitments made by the countries and present specific suggestions to
TEB-III.

6.5

To give attention to the media and formats to be used for recording
the observations during GATE.
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Facilities' Proposed and Requested

REMARKS
National Frocessing Centres (NFCs)

Capable of acoepting data from all national
sources for prompt processing, validation
and submission to the GDC.

World and_Regional Meteorological
Centres (WMCs, liMCs) and World Data
Centre s (liDCs)

Capability for special analyses and forecasts
for operations; special processing and archiving of satellite data.

Global Telecommunication System (GTS)

Installation of high-speed Paris to Dakar
link; transmit data from Tropical Africa and
South America stations; arrange for special
GATE analyses to be passed from \lMCs and TIMes

to GOce: overall scheduling problems must be
resolved.
GATill Operations Control Centre (GOCC)

Co-location with RNC at Dakar; communicate with
ships and aircraft; control mission schedules;
plan aircraft operations; monitor platform
status; participate in special forecasts;
collect and relay data from ships and aircraft;
interpret operationally satellite image, radar
and special aircraft data; responsible for
quality control; preliminary scientific analysis; access to data-processing equipment.

GATE Data Centre (GDC)

Upon receipt of datafrbm NPCs, undertake final
validation; arrange and reformat standard
synoptic data and analyses for storage and
retrieval;, produce preliminary and final
composite data sets; publish data catalogues
and disseminate to participating nations on
request; provide final data sets to wo~ld
data centres upon completion; access to
sophisticated data-processing equipment and
associated technical personnel.

COIDIilunications

Ship-to-aircraft; routine communications
between GOCC and ships and aircraft; air
traffic control; collection of data from
ships and aircraft; capability to receive
critical satellite data at the COCC.

Support

Search and rescue services; air traffic
control; air landing rights; refueling both
aircraft and ships; central calibration
facilities; pier support; harbour pilots;
packing and crating service; ships' supplies;
airlift for supply and squipment; re-supply
ships and tenders; medical facilities; warehousing; space for coca and field HQ; mail
service; cable service; interpreter services;
aircraft maintenance, etc.

SMC

Long-term experts
TABLE 4

